
 

 

Minutes: Monday, October 26, 2015,7:00 to 9:00 PM  
Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Corvallis,  2945 NW Circle Blvd, Corvallis, OR 97330 
   
30 members attended. The meeting started with a music warm-up: “This Plan is Your Plan” sung to “This 
Land is My Land;”  “My Pharmacy’s Over the Border” sung to “My Bonnie Lies over the Ocean;” and 
“Health Care for All” sung to “Music Alone Shall Live.” Mike Huntington led the singing with 
accompaniment on the guitar by Don Hall. 
 
MVHCA chair Bobbi Hall introduced Sarah Finger McDonald, local leader of “Moms Demand Action for 
Gun Sense,” who came with colleagues from Albany and Corvallis.  “Moms” supports 2nd Amendment 
rights but understands that “well-regulated militia” is also part of the language of the Amendment. It 
works for policy changes and cultural changes to reduce gun violence. For more information email Sarah 
at SarahinCorvallis@gmail.com or look on the Moms Demand Action Facebook page 
https://www.facebook.com/MomsDemandActionOR). 
 
Next was a discussion of the Corvallis Holiday Parade that will take place on Sat., November 28, 2015. 
Using the theme of “The Grinch Who Stole Christmas,” It’s a chance to dress up like the GRINCH who 
tried to steal Christmas or as one of the villagers (Who’s).  MVCHA is looking for 2 Santa jackets and hats 
to play the Grinch. Contact Carol Gold (cggum@yahoo.com) if yoou have these or to volunteer; or you 
can attend the Nov. 19 Outreach meeting at 1:15 at the Corvallis Multicultural Center; Plans will be 
finalized at the next meeting, Nov. 23.  
 
Dianne Farrell and Bobbi Hall then led a discussion explaining newsletter changes. Deadline for news 
items on health-related topics of interest is the 20th of the month preceding the newsletter; leaders of 
events need to report on their events, plus a picture if possible, within 2 days after it happens 
(dianne.farrell@gmail.com).  First item in it will be a calendar, including dates of committee meetings, 
encouraging others to join the committees.  Also, send feedback on the newsletter to Dianne. Target 
date for newsletters to go out is the first of the month; it then goes to Greg Fitzpatrick to assemble using 
Mail Chimp, reaching members within the first week.  Minutes of general meetings will NOT be in the 
newsletter but will be posted on our website (mvhca.org). 
 
Mike Huntington summarized his report on CCOs at the OPHA meetings.  Here are some of the points he 
covered: measures of how well or poorly the state’s CCOs have done; problem with lack of 
transparency; purchase of Lane County’s CCO by a for-profit out of state organization; possible “gaming 
the system” by some CCOs. (More in the Nov. newsletter.) Betty Johnson suggested The Oregon Health 
Authority (via its website) and the Lund Report as places to get information.   
 
Betty distributed the HCAO agenda draft for the 11/14/15 meeting at 333 NW 35th St. in Corvallis (Good 
Samaritan Church) from 9:30 AM-4:00 PM.  Along with this, she distributed HCAO’s mission, vision, and 
principles statements. She passed around a sign up sheet for helpers; when it was later given to Tim 
Roach, he reported that he was very proud of us because MVHCA has filled 29 of 57 volunteer positions.  
Anyone can register by going to the HCAO.org website, which also asks for lunch preferences. Delegates 
alone can vote but there are few votes taken and discussion is open to all.  
 

Amy Roy will be leaving her contractor’s job as Social Media Contractor at the end of 2015. A job 
description is posted on the mvhca website, and communications chair Sandra Bean sent it around and 
encouraged members to share it with friends who are skilled at using Social Media.   
 
A Legislative Update forum on Thurs., Nov. 19, 2015 at 7 PM at the Corvallis Benton County Public 
Library is co-sponsored by MVHCA and HCAO-Albany, plus four other organizations. Reps. Nearman, 
Olson, and Rayfield, and Sen. Gelser, will be there; this is a chance to ask them what they accomplished 
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last session and hope to do in 2016 and 2917.  The legislator forum team from MVCHA includes Roger 
and Anne Tracy and Edie Orner.   Health Equity Alliance will be providing interpreters.    
 
 ‘Conversations about Health Care’ is  a revision of our house-party concept by the current chair, Maxine 

Eckes (m.eckes21@gmail.com). These can take place at one’s home, or at another meeting site (such as 

a church, a meeting room at the Co-op or other grocery store), and will be designed to be an hour long, 

though people can stay longer if they wish. Anyone who wants to organize them, or to attend one, can 

email Maxine. 

Status of HB2828 (“study bill”) implementation: PROGRESS! Bruce Thompson, Betty Johnson and Mike 

Huntington attended a 2 hour, well- focused meeting on what the Request for Proposals to do the study 

was discussed. Our team found their ideas were well received and they intend to continue to be 

involved as much as possible. The RFP goes out very soon and the final report will be due exactly a year 

from now (Nov. 1, 2016). 

Ted Marmor’s talk on ‘Why Are Some People Health and Others Are Not’ was discussed.  Dr. Marmor 
spoke about the beginning of publicly funded healthcare in the US, and his ideas about why it did not 
expand to cover all.  (See article in the Nov. Newsletter.)  He suggested that people use the words 
“publicly funded universal healthcare” instead of “single payer” as it is more accurate; he also said not 
to adopt a term you need to explain.   
 
The meeting was then adjourned followed by clean-up of facilities.  (Iris Surette, note-taker) 
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